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RELAP (Reactor Excursion and 
Leak Analysis Program) 

 RELAP-7 is the current nuclear systems 
safety analysis application being 
developed at INL.  

 RELAP-7 development began in 2011 to 
support the Risk Informed Safety 
Margins Characterization (RISMC) 
Pathway of the Light Water Reactor 
Sustainability (LWRS) program.  

 Funding Source: LWRS (NEAMS in 
2012) 
 The overall design goal of RELAP-7 

development is to leverage 30 years of 
advancements in software design, 
numerical integration methods, and 
physical models.  
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• Modern Software Design: What MOOSE brings to the table. 
- Object-oriented C++ construction (www.mooseframework.org) 
- Designed to be easily extended (modular physics) and maintained  
- Strict adherence to SQA (meeting NQA-1 requirements) 

• Advanced Numerical Integration Methods: 
- Multi-scale time integration, PCICE (in progress), JFNK (implicit nonlinear 

Newton method), and a point implicit method (prototyped). Second-order 
accurate spatial discretization (linear finite elements). 

• State-of-the-Art Physical Models: 
- All-speed, all-fluid (vapor-liquid, gas, liquid metal) flow – agnostic of reactor 

concept (PWR, BWR, SMR, SFR, MSR, FHR, HTGR, etc.). 
- 7-equation two-phase flow model incorporating IAPWS-95 equation of state. 
- New two-dimensional core heat transfer model based upon fuel, gap, clad. 
- Closure relations from the TRACE V5.0 code. 
- Designed for multiphysics analysis (BISON and MAMBA) or to couple to 

multi-D core simulators (CASL’s VERA or NEAMS Pronghorn) with MOOSE 
MultiApp and Transfers. 
 

RELAP-7 Design Concept 
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Current Reactor Components 
Available 

Note: More complex reactor 
components are constructed from 
these building blocks. For 
example: 
1. The safety relief valve (SRV) is 

constructed from 
CompressibleValve strongly 
coupled to WetWell and Pipe 
(connected to main steam line). 

2. The reactor core isolation 
cooling (RCIC) component is 
assembled from Pump and 
Turbine on a common shaft. 

3. In the future, the steam 
generator and downcomer will 
combine two 2-D CoreChannel 
components. 
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RELAP-7 Water/Steam EOS, 
IAPWS-95 

 International Association for 
Properties of Water and Steam, 
IAPWS-95 steam/water properties. 
Contract for source code from 
Zittau/Görlitz University of Applied 
Sciences. 

EOS input modified for internal 
energy and specific volume. 

Additional features include: 
• Steam, water, and mixture sound 

speeds 
• Exact property derivatives for 

implicit Jacobians 
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Closure Relations in RELAP-7 

System tools are generally composed of simplified geometries. 
Therefore, most of the physics are “modeled” not “resolved.” 

For example, 1-D pipes solutions are in terms of area-averaged 
variables, one set of solution variables per axial location. 
Features, such as thermal and viscous boundary layers, are not 
“resolved.” 

Thus, the boundary layer effects need to be “modeled” as wall 
friction and convective heat transfer terms.  

The coefficients of these terms, such as friction factors and 
convective heat transfer coefficients, need to be developed so 
that the wall friction and convective heat transfer terms nearly 
replicate the physical effects. 

These coefficients, or “closure relations”, are derived from 
empirical data obtained from experiments. 
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Closure Relations in RELAP-7 

The 7-Equation include both complex mechanical- and thermal-
interactions between the two phases as well as interactions of 
the phases with the wall.  

Closure correlations were developed to describe the complex 
interface and wall-to-fluids behaviors of two-phase flow are 
implemented in TRACE. These closure correlations include 
models to define two-phase flow regimes, models to define flow 
regime dependent interfacial friction, heat and mass transfers, 
models to define heat transfer between fluids and wall, models 
for wall friction, models to predict interfacial area, and are 
similar to those needed for RELAP-7. 

Furthermore, the TRACE V5.0 closure relations have not been 
“calibrated” for a specific numerical method. 

Stephen Bajorek made the TRACE source code available to the 
RELAP-7 team to ensure comparable implementation. 
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liquid                                       vapor         

7-Equation Two-Phase Flow Model: Interfacial mass 
transfer & interfacial heat transfer, gravity force, wall and 
interphase viscous drag, and simple wall heat transfer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(1)  This model has an interface temperature, so the mass transfer between phases is computed from the net heat transfer into the interface.(2)  Simple wall heat transfer:  No wall boiling is included here.
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Simple yet Important RELAP-7 
Two-Phase Flow Results 

9 
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Oscillating Manometer Problem 
(it’s harder than it looks) 
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Analytical Solution: 

Frequency and Period, 
 
 

 
 

Maximum Velocity 
 
 
 

 
Velocity vs. Time 
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Oscillating Manometer 
(Pressure and Volume Fraction) 
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Edwards’ Pipe Blowdown 
Experiment 

1
 

The blowdown transient is initiated by the rupture of a bursting 
disk allowing the rapid discharge to the environment at 
atmospheric pressure.  

Actual bursting disk resulted in a constriction equivalent to a 
13% reduction in cross-sectional area. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Discretized with 1024 elements. 
Constriction is discretized with three elements. 
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Edwards’ Pipe Blowdown Experiment: 
Preliminary RELAP-7 Result 
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Preliminary RELAP-7 SBO 
Result 

1
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P = 15.5 MPa 

(ρu)l = 3632.3 Kg/(m2s) 
H/ = 1.19128 MJ/kg 
α = 0.995  
(ρu)g = 304.2 Kg/(m2s) 
Hg = 2.85184 MJ/kg 

g = 9.81 m/s2 

Core Channel: 
230 FEs 
4.6 m length 
 
2D Heat Structure: 
3-zone (5, 1, 2) 

• 1.5-day power-up 
• 4-year run (heavy FP content) 
• 1 minute pump failure  
• Simulation stops when clad 

temperature reaches 1150K 
• Empirical burnup and decay heat 

 

Total Power = 72.5 kW 

P
ow

er
  

1.5 days 4 years 

SBO 

RELAP-7 PWR Two-Phase Core 
Channel SBO (4- year 
simulation) 
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RELAP-7 PWR Two-Phase Core 
Channel SBO (4-year simulation)) 
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Demonstration of Multiphysics 
for Fuels Accident Analysis 

 

RELAP-7 by itself does not provide the 
physics to analyze fuel under normal 
reactor or accident conditions. 
NRC has proposed a new rule, 50.46c, 

which introduces new more restrictive 
performance-based requirements. This 
rule may require re-analysis of all 
existing U.S. LOCA basis. 
This rule essentially states that every 

in-core fuel rod needs to be analyzed… 
MOOSE provides the capability to 

easily integrate MOOSE-based 
applications, such as RELAP-7 with 
BISON, MAMBA and Vulture (CASL), … 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new rule is more restrictive and needs fuel performance to be considered in LOCA analysis.  This rule essentially every fuel rod to be analyzed in the core.  That's why we need multiphysics. The reason it needs multiphysics is that all the fuel rods history needs to be considered in the LOCA calculations and fuel performance calculations are required for every fuel rod.  The reason it needs multiphysics is that all the fuel rods history needs to be considered in the LOCA calculations and fuel performance calculations are required for every fuel rod. Additionally, in the LOCA transient calculations, coupled TH and fuel performance calculations are required.  What you are doing fits well with the new rule.See you at the reception in a minute. 
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Multiphysics SBO LOCA Results 
with BISON and RELAP-7 

1
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Brief Overview of the NEAMS Nuclear 
Fuel Performance Application, BISON 

BISON: Engineering-scale Fuel 
Performance Application 
• All-fuels: Models LWR, TRISO, 

plate, and metal fuels in 1D, 2D 
and 3D. 

• Adheres to NQA-1 requirements. 
• BISON is leveraged across multiple 

DOE programs. 
• Funding Sources: NEAMS, FCRD, 

LWRS, NGNP, and CASL. 
• Collaborators: 

1
 

“Fuels performance must be centerpiece of any nuclear power M&S effort. Without 
nuclear fuel there are no challenges with safety, materials, waste, or politics. Nor is 
there nuclear power” 
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Demonstration of Multiphysics 
Simulation of PWR SBO Fuels 
Performance with BISON and RELAP-7 

 

Here, BISON is tightly 
coupled to RELAP-7 to 
simulate the transient two-
phase boiling during a 
PWR SBO loss of cooling 
accident. 

BISON decay heat from 
empirical curve. 

Two-phase core pressure 
and convective heat 
transfer are passed from 
RELAP-7 to cladding in 
BISON. 

Cladding temperature and 
displacement are passed 
from BISON to RELAP-7. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) The quarter pin is BISON r-z temperature solution. Contours are temperatures during boiloff.2) Cylinder is RELAP-7 channel (1D). Contours are in mixture density.3) Green circle on RELAP-7 channel is where volume fraction at some point during boiloff is equal to 0.5, above this the coolant is mostly steam and below this the coolant is mostly water.4) Solution has not reached full boioff.
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Multiphysics PWR SBO LOCA 
Description 

Total Power = 70.0 kW 

P
ow

er
  

1.5 days 4 years 

SBO 

• 1.5-day power-up 
• 4-year run 
• 1 minute pump failure  
• Simulation stops when clad temperature 

reaches 1150K 
• Fuel performance from BISON 

 

BISON 

RELAP-7 

(ρu)l = 3632.3 Kg/(m2s) 
H/ = 1.19128 MJ/kg 
α = 0.995  
(ρu)g = 304.2 Kg/(m2s) 
Hg = 2.85184 MJ/kg 

g = 9.81 m/s2 

P = 15.5 MPa 

RELAP-7 Conditions 
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Clad Displacement and Core 
Channel Boil-Off for SBO 
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Multiphysics RIA Results with 
RELAP-7 and BISON 

2
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BISON/RELAP-7 Reactivity 
Insertion Accident (PWR) 

Pin Power Profile (BNL) 
BISON 

RELAP-7 

(ρu)l = 3632.3 Kg/(m2s) 
H/ = 1.19128 MJ/kg 
α = 0.995  
(ρu)g = 304.2 Kg/(m2s) 
Hg = 2.85184 MJ/kg 

g = 9.81 m/s2 

P = 15.5 MPa 

RELAP-7 Conditions 
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BISON/RELAP-7 Reactivity 
Insertion Accident (PWR) 
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Proposed 3-D Subchannel 
Capability in RELAP-7 

 Standard 3-D suchannel approach is 
currently prototyped in RELAP-7 for 
single-phase flow (without CRs for CIs). 

 Designed to fully couple with other system 
components (plenums, pipes, separators). 

 Compatible single-phase and 7-Equation 
two-phase flow formulations are being 
developed. 

 Oxide species transport models for CRUD 
and Boron deposition analysis in CASL 
(MAMBA and Vulture). 

 Easily coupled to the BISON for (2D and 3D) 
fuels performance applications. Thus, RELAP-
7 subchannel capability will not need a pin 
heating model and provides for fuels 
performance analysis. 
 
 
 

BISON r-z or 3D 
pins 
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The Future: Major RELAP-7 
Capability Development Tasks 

Complete integration of TRACE closure relationships with 
IAPWS steam/water properties and then extensively verify. 
Improved LWR components (1D-2D downcomer, 1D 

pressurizer, various steam generator designs) to provide 
improved water level tracking and LOCA temporal accuracy. 
Tightly coupled multiphysics fuels performance and reactor 

physics (NEAMS and CASL core simulator applications) for 
improved design and safety analysis. 
Integrated single and two-phase 3D subchannel, tightly 

coupled to 2D (r-z) and 3D fuels performance capability for 
improved design and safety analysis.  
Conduct experiment designed to measure two-pressure field. 
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The Future: Major RELAP-7 
Capability Development Tasks 

Oxide species transport models for CRUD and Boron 
deposition analysis in CASL (MAMBA and Vulture). 
Include non-condensable gas model to the 7-Equation 

two-phase flow model. 
Input checking and output diagnosis. 
Verification of numerical methods, governing 

equations, closure relations, and plant components. 
Temporal and spatial grid convergence, MMS, single-
phase analytical solutions, etc. 
Validation of selected integral effects tests, Edward’s 

Pipe, Cannon and Super Cannon, … and and non-
vender specific reactor plants, such as LOFT. 
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In the Future, Full Plant Analysis 

29 

Multiphysics 
Core: 
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Questions? 

High-resolution 
RELAP-7 simulation of 
the Marviken Critical 
Flow Test Program 
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